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Abstract. In this manuscript we examine whether measurements obtained from 
an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) equipped with standard microstruc-
ture and fine structure sensors can be used to close the Turbulent Kinetic Energy 
(TKE) and Temperature Variance TV (heat) budgets.  Classical turbulence the-
ory is used to estimate the dissipation rate, ε, and the rate of change of the vari-
ance of temperature, χ.  The turbulent Reynolds stress production and heat flux 
terms are also obtained directly from measurements.  Examination is made of 
data obtained from an experiment in Narragansett Bay RI in a strong tidally 
driven stratified shear field.  The turbulent field observed, although of limited 
spatial extent, can be segmented into three different regimes, a strongly turbu-
lent isotropic regime, an anisotropic regime, and a weakly turbulent regime.  For 
these three regimes the TKE budget can be closed within a factor of 2.  Closure 
of the TV budget is not as good, although there appears to be a trend of increas-
ing closure with decreasing turbulence level.  This might be explained by the 
fact that the spatial filtering effect of the finite size of the AUV, being of order 
2.3 meters in length, has more of an impact on the calculation of the heat flux 
term than on the Reynolds stress term.  Mixing efficiencies of order .2 are found 
for all three regimes, with a slight trend of increasing with increasing buoyancy 
Reynolds number.  

1. Background/Introduction 

Although there is and has been a great deal of in-
terest in oceanography in turbulent mixing, both for 
application to the subgrid scale parameterization in 
ocean numerical models and for process studies, di-
rect measurements of mixing are very limited. To 
obtain the flux (mixing) of momentum, dissipation 
rate, ε, is typically calculated from turbulent velocity 
shear measurements and then combined with a local 
(finescale) value of the vertical shear field. For the 
temperature (and salinity fields) indirect methods are 
typically employed to obtain their fluxes, relying on 
some version of the Osborn (1980) formulation, and 
assuming a constant mixing efficiency of typically .2.  
In the past two decades, there have been increased 

efforts in the laboratory (Ivy et al., 1998, Itsweire et 
al., 1986, Stillinger et al., 1983) as well as the field 
(Fleury and Lueck, 1994, Moum, 1990) to obtain di-
rectly and simultaneously the fluxes of momentum 
and heat without recourse to invoking some specific 
value for mixing efficiency. However, it should be 
stated that often values of order .2 are obtained in 
these studies, lending credence to that assumption. 
Turbulence mixing has been the subject of many re-
views, see, for example, Gregg, 1987, Gargett, 1989, 
and Caldwell and Moum, 1995.  

For the past thirty years the standard technique of 
measuring turbulent quantities in the ocean has been 
by means of microstructure profilers pioneered by 
Cox et al., 1969, Osborn, 1974, and Gregg et al., 
1982. These techniques provide very high-resolution 
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vertical distribution of turbulent quantities and more 
recently, with the advent of rapid loosely tether pro-
filers, some horizontal information on the distribution 
of the turbulent quantities. Efforts are presently un-
derway to obtain fixed-point time series and horizon-
tal sampling of turbulent quantities.  For a review of 
microstructure observational techniques see the spe-
cial series of articles in the Microstructure Sensors 
Special Issue (J. Atmos. Oceanic Tech., 16(11), Novem-
ber 1999) and the recent article by Lueck et al. (2002) 
on velocity microstructure measurements.  

Horizontal transects of turbulence can resolve 
structures on scales not resolvable with vertical pro-
filing (Yamazaki et al., 1990).  In the past, horizontal 
sampling, using towed bodies and submarines, has 
provided unique views of internal waves (Gargett, 
1982), salt fingers (Fleury and Lueck, 1992), and tur-
bulence (Osborn, 1985). Vibration measurements 
taken aboard the NUWC vehicle Large Diameter 
Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (LDUUV) in Narra-
gansett Bay (Levine and Lueck, 1999) indicated that 
this platform was sufficiently stable to obtain hori-
zontal measurements of dissipation rate in shallow 
water. Following this, Levine et al. (2000) demon-
strated that a small AUV could also be used to meas-
ure the turbulent dissipation rate. 

This manuscript addresses the question of how 
much information on the turbulent fields can be ob-
tained from a small AUV equipped with standard fine 
and microstructure sensors.  Although results are par-
ticular to one deployment in a very specific setting, 
aspects of this study should be generalizable to other 
similar situations. 

The key issue addressed is whether one can use an 
AUV to obtain directly measurements of the fluxes of 
momentum and heat and thus obtain in situ estimates 
of the eddy viscosity, kν , and  the diffusivity kρ, key 
parameters in mixing studies and numerical models. 
To perform these types of measurements a variety of 
assumptions must still be made. It should be noted 
that the ability to close the turbulent budgets is an 
important constraint used in assessing the validity of 
these assumptions and in the validity of the tech-
niques themselves.  

Following this introduction the manuscript is or-
ganized into the following sections: 2. Description of 
the Turbulence AUV Vehicle, 3.  Estimating the TKE 
and TV Budgets, 4. Results from the Narragansett 
Bay September 2000 Experiment, and 5. Summary 
and Conclusions. 

2. Description of the Turbulence AUV Vehicle 

The Turbulence AUV, shown below in Figure 1, 
performs synoptic microstructure and finestructure 
measurements  (Levine et al. , 2001).  It is an ex-
tended REMUS vehicle (von Alt et al., 1994) 2.3 m in 
length, .18 m in diameter, weighing 56 kg in air.  
With the first-generation turbulence-measuring AUV, 
we are currently limited to the mid-water column, for 
safety, and to an endurance of 4 hours using re-
chargeable lead-acid batteries. However, modifica-
tions to the internal frame enable rapid redeployment 
with fresh batteries.  

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Turbulent REMUS AUV  

 
Sensors include two FSI CTDs, an upward- and 

downward-looking 1.2 MHz ADCP, a University of 
Victoria Turbulence Package (two orthogonal thrust 
probes, three accelerometers and one FP07 fast re-
sponse thermistor), and a SONTEK ADV-O.  Vibra-
tion studies have led to reductions in noise transmit-
ted to the shear probes with the use of a damping ma-
terial and a probe stiffener attached to the forward 
end of the UVIC pressure case.  Also contained in the 
AUV are a variety of standard REMUS “hotel sen-
sors”, including pitch, roll, heading, depth, latitude, 
and longitude.  In addition, the AUV navigates using 
a SBL system, using onboard forward-looking and 
moored transponders. For safety, the AUV is tracked 
from a surface vessel using a Trackpoint II trans-
ponder.  For a more complete description of the tech-
niques used to calculate the dissipation rate, see Le-
vine et al., 2001. Absolute velocity is obtained from 
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the bottom tracked mode of the downward-looking 
ADCP, which combined with Doppler obtained from 
volume scattering allows very precise absolute water 
velocity and shear. With these sensors, the AUV is 
capable of measuring the key finescale gradients of 
velocity, temperature, salinity, and density, as well as 
the turbulent temperature and the two-component 
velocity shear field, the components transverse to the 
direction of AUV motion.  

The response of the shear probe and the corrections 
needed to estimate the unresolved high wavenumber 
contribution are discussed in Macoun and Lueck  
(2002).  The response of a REMUS vehicle to the 
larger turbulent scales and the use of the vehicle ver-
tical motion to infer turbulence at these scales using a 
Kalman filter technique are discussed by Hayes and 
Morrison (2002).  Raw data from the shear probes is 
processed to remove noise associated with platform 
vibration.  This transfer function method utilizes data 
from accelerometers mounted in the pressure case, 
directly behind the probe mounts.  The combination 
of noise limiting vehicle modifications, discussed 
above, and the use of the all accelerometers has re-
sulted in a noise floor of order 10-9 W/kg.  The addi-
tion of the probe stiffener raises the resonant fre-
quency of the probes into the kilohertz range.    

The frequency response of the FP07 fast thermistor 
used in the UVIC turbulence package, 25 Hz (Lueck 
et al., 2002), is too slow for capturing the high 
wavenumber end of the thermal microstucture using 
the AUV, typically moving relative to the water at 1 
m/s.  For calibration, this fast thermistor is compared 
with synoptic data from the CTD platinum ther-
mometer.  

To estimate stratification, two Falmouth Scientific 
Instruments CTDs are mounted above and below the 
centerline of the AUV.  These instruments, 2" FSI 
MCTDs, utilize an inductive conductivity cell, a 
platinum resistance thermometer, and a silicone pres-
sure sensor.  Correspondingly, the manufacturer 
claims accuracies of  ±0.0002 S/m, ±0.002°C, and 
0.02% of full scale pressure (100 db) for these sen-
sors.  Because of drift problems with these sensors 
for the study presented here, stratification was esti-
mated from individual CTD vertical profiles during 
launch and recovery.   

To estimate finescale velocity shear, a modified 
version of the RDI 1200 kHz Workhorse navigator 
ADCP was integrated in the AUV hull.  Upward- and 
downward-looking transducers share one set of elec-

tronics and ping alternatively.  The manufacturer 
claims accuracies for water velocities of  ±0.2% 
±1mm/s.  We selected eight 0.5-m bins for both the 
upward and downward transducers.  Since the vehicle 
diameter is 0.18 m and the blanking distance is .25 m, 
the edge of the first bin is located 0.34 m from the 
AUV centerline.  Because of the potential of side 
lobe scattering we ignore the first bin and use the 
second and third bins to estimate the finescale shear 
above and below the vehicle.  An average of these 
upward- and downward-looking estimates represents 
the finescale shear field over a 4-m scale surrounding 
the body. 

This platform has been used in a number of suc-
cessful studies, which are realizations of Autonomous 
Ocean Sampling networks (Curtin et al., 1993) Tur-
bulence observations have been made in the LEO 
summertime upwelling region, offshore of New Jer-
sey, (Levine et al., 2000), as a component of a data-
assimilative forecast system (Glenn et al., 1998).  In 
addition, turbulence measurements were obtained in 
the LOOPS study of patchiness in the biophysical 
regime of Cape Cod Bay (Levine et al., 2001). Also, 
turbulence observations have been made, in coastal 
fronts in the FRONT network near the mouth of Long 
Island Sound (Levine et al., 2002) in a region 
strongly influenced by estuarine outflow and tides. 

In the above turbulence studies, only the dissipa-
tion measurements have been used to estimate epsil-
son, and the estimation of chi has not been attempted. 
Consequently, the Osborn (1980) formulation has 
been invoked to obtain the diapycnal density flux.  

3. Estimating the TKE and TV Budgets  

If the turbulent field is steady in time and homoge-
nous in space one can show (Gregg, 1987) that the 
equations for the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) 
budget and temperature variance (TV) budgets are 
respectively, 

              P                          M                     ε 

 
dU g

u w w v u u
dz

ρ
ρ

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′− < > ⋅ = < > + < ∇ ⋅∇ >  (1) 
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                       H                         χ/2 
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dz
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where terms in equation (1) are identified by the let-
ters P for turbulent Reynolds stress production; M for 
rate of change of potential energy due to mixing; 
ε rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy. Simi-
larly for equation (2), the TV budget, it follows that 
for a steady homogenous turbulent field that H identi-

fies the rate of heat flux and χ/2 is the rate of change 
of temperature variance due to molecular diffusion. 
(The factor of 2 arises from the convention of defin-
ing χ in terms of the rate of change of the tempera-
ture variance, whereas in the case of velocity vari-
ance one uses instead the kinetic energy.) If a specific 
T/S relationship is assumed to hold during the mixing 
process, and defining 
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where α is the coefficient of thermal expansion β is 
the coefficient of saline expansion of seawater.  

The TKE budget, equation (1), can now be written 
as  
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a relationship derived by Gregg (1987). The heat 
budget from (2) is given by 

 
2

H
χ=   (6) 

The quantities in equations (1) and (2), or equiva-
lently equations  (4) and (6), fall into two categories, 
mean flow and turbulent quantities. For measure-
ments obtained from the turbulent AUV, the mean 
flow quantities are estimated by using spatial aver-
ages over a scale, the so-called finescale, which is 
local to but larger than the turbulence scale. Finescale 
shear is obtained from the upward and downward 
looking 1.2 mHz RDI Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter 
and taken over 0.5-m adjacent bins. Because of po-
tential side lobe contamination the first bin point of 
each of the ADCP units is thrown out. Because the 
AUV centerline is between the two ADCPs, the aver-
age of the upward and down estimated shear values 
are taken. This results in a shear value of order 4m 
vertical scale. Temperature, salinity, and density gra-
dients are obtained from the FSI CTDs. In the first 
deployments of the AUV (See Levine et al., 2000) 
differences between the upward and downward CTD 
were used to calculate gradients of temperature and 
salinity and thus density and the buoyancy frequency. 
However, careful examination of gradients of tem-
perature and conductivity (used with the temperature 
to obtain the salinity gradient) reveals a considerable 
drift between the upward and downward CTD tem-
perature and conductivity sensor output, drifts in val-
ues of the respective gradients of order the gradients 
themselves.  Instead, for the results used in this 
manuscript we use profiles of temperature and salin-
ity and hence density and buoyancy frequency ob-
tained at the beginning of an experiment when the 
AUV dived to its operational depth and at the end of 
the experimental when AUV ascended to the surface. 
This resulted in using these profiles as end points and 
estimating gradients during the experiments by inter-
polation. In more recent scientific deployments of the 
Turbulent AUV we operate the AUV in a porpoising 
mode.  

The turbulent quantities involving in estimating 
terms in the budget equations (1) and (2) or (4) and 
(6) are obtained by the University of Victoria Turbu-
lence package (Levine et al., 2000) which contains 
two thrust probes which measure turbulent velocity 
shear in the vertical (labeled as z) and athwartships 
(labeled as y) directions, respectively. Turbulent tem-
perature fluctuations are measured by an FP07 fast 
response thermistor.  In addition, in order to remove 
body motion effects on these signals, three compo-
nent accelerometers are placed next to these probes. 
Figure 2 below shows data obtained from the Univer-
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sity of Victoria turbulence package for the Narragan-
sett Bay Experiment discussed in this manuscript. For 
details on their response characteristics, both in space 
and time as well as its calibration see Macuon and 
Lueck (2003) and Gregg (1999).  The accelerometers, 
placed within several centimeters of the turbulent 
probes are used to remove the contamination of vehi-
cle body motion and package vibrations from the wa-
ter turbulent signals. In this work all three compo-
nents of acceleration are used to “correct” the veloc-
ity shear measurements.  This is accomplished by 
means of a partial coherence analysis, i.e. removing 
the coherent part of the signal with each of the three 
accelerometer components. . This turns out to be 
much more important than removal of sensor vibra-
tion effects which tend to be very narrow band 
(Lueck and Huang, 1999).  

The dissipation rate is estimated by taking the cor-
rected velocity spectra and fitting the universal clas-
sical turbulence model for turbulent velocity shear 
developed by Nasmyth (1970). Gregg prefers to use a 
similar universal curve developed by Panchev and 
Kesich (1969). For our data fitting to either of   these 
curves yields near identical results. In Figure 3 we 
show the results of fitting the Naysmith universal 

curve to spectra which are uncorrected and corrected 
by removing the effects of body motion. Note that the 
estimate of dissipation is a factor of 2 two high for 
the uncorrected spectra. Also note that the spectra roll 
off at a wavenumber considerably lower than that 
predicted by the Naysmith universal form. This roll 
off is due to the spatial filtering effect of the AUV, 
which starts to occur at about 10cyc/m, and is present 
in all of the turbulent velocity spectra obtained from 
the AUV. For the probe itself, of the mantle type 
(Macuon and Lueck, 2003), the spatial filtering starts 
to occur at approximately 50 cpm.  It should be 
pointed out that because of this filtering effect, it 
would be inaccurate to estimate the dissipation rate 
simply from integrating the shear spectra and multi-
plying by 15/2, a procedure often used for turbulent 
velocity shear data obtained by microstructure profil-
ers. 

Spectra shown are an average of the athwartship 
shear dv/dx and the vertical shear dw/dx each with 20 
degrees of freedom. All three components of accel-
eration are removed to obtain the “corrected” spec-
trum. This is done by subtracting the coherent part of 
the shear signals with the accelerations in all three 
directions. The solid lines are fits of the Naysmith 
(1970) universal spectra for turbulent velocity shear 
and the dissipation rates estimated from those fits. 
Note in Figure 3 that the uncorrected spectra yields 
estimates of dissipation rate about a factor of two too 
large. 

 

Figure 2.  Space series data from the University of 
Victoria Turbulence package. Presented from top to 
bottom are the transverse and vertical components of 
velocity shear, the FP07 temperature time series, and 
the three components of acceleration. The three dou-
ble arrows of colors red, green, and blue are three spa-
tial regions along the AUV track, which are analyzed 
separately. They represent three levels of turbulence 
high (red), moderate (green), and weak (blue).   

 

Figure 3. Corrected (blue curve) and uncorrected 
(green) shear spectra for a segment of the turbulent 
data shown in Figure 5 in the weak regime. 
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The other important turbulent quantity which needs 

to be estimated for the TV budget is the rate of 
change of temperature variance, chi. This is obtained 
analogously to the technique to obtain ε, namely   by 
fitting the measured temperature gradient spectra 
with the Batchelor Universal form, namely Dillon 
and Caldwell (1980), see their Equations (1) through 
(5). ) Two universal constants appear in the Batchelor 
Universal form for temperature gradient, these are: q 
and C*.  The inertial subrange for the temperature 

gradient spectra occurs for  κ  < κ* where κ* = Ciκν ,  

κν  is the Kolmogorov wavenumber.   
With the spectrum given by· 

 1 3 1 3
T β χ ε κ−′Φ =  (7) 

where 2 3
*qCβ ′ = . 

Values of q, C*, and hence β´, are the subjects of a 
great deal of discussion and some uncertainty. (See 
Dillon and Caldwell, 1980, Lueck and Huang, 1999, 
Gregg, 1987, for examples). We will choose a best fit 
of the Batchelor spectrum to our values and use that 
to determine these constants. The resulting values fall 
within the range of values others have also observed, 
i.e., β ~ .5 and q of order .02. Note that to determine 
χ from Φ(κ) in (7) also requires specifying ε. Thus 
from equations (1) and (2) to determine the turbulent 
fluxes directly, at a minimum, one must measure the 
turbulent velocity shear and temperature gradient 
spectra simultaneously.  

Reynolds stress production, as well as heat flux, 
are estimated by using the cross spectra information 
between the turbulent sensors. For the Reynolds 
Stress production we can write 

 
cos

y S
P S

τ
τ

θ
= ⋅ =  (8) 

where u wτ ′ ′= − < >  is the Reynolds stress , and 

/S du dz=  is the vertical shear; θ is the angular di-
rection of the shear and the Reynolds stress vectors, 
which are  both assumed to be oriented in the same 
direction relative to the along vehicle motion (“x” 
axis). For all of the cases considered the vehicle mo-
tion is assumed to be in a straight line. Equation (8) 
and the assumption of having the Reynolds stress and 
shear direction be coincident are necessary since we 
cannot measure the downstream (“x” direction) tur-
bulent velocity with the thrust probes because of the 
nature of their response which is only perpendicular 

to the direction of their motion (See Lueck et al., 
2002). The mean shear magnitude, s, and its direction 
can be obtained by the vehicle’s 1.2 mHz upward and 
downward ADCPs, over a spatial scale of order 4 
meters. 

The heat production term 

 /H w T dT dz′ ′=< >  (9) 

is measured by correlating the fast response thermis-
tor with the vertical component turbulent thrust 
probe. The temperature gradient is obtained by using 
profiles obtained by the upward and downward de-
scents and ascents of the AUV (See Figure 4 below). 
In equations (8) and (9) the turbulent velocity and 
temperature are corrected by removing the effects of 
vehicle motion using all three components of the ac-
celerometers. Details of the calculations of the terms 
of the TKE and TV budgets are explained in the con-
text of the September 2000 Narragansett Bay experi-
ment. This experiment was originally performed to 
test a new way of mounting the thrust probes to 
minimize their vibration.   

Figure 4. Density profiles of the 9 September 2000 turbu-
lence study from the initial dive (red and black lines) and 
surfacing (pink and black lines) of the vehicle. The time 
separation of the measurements was about 20 minutes and 
a distance of 900 meters horizontally. The ascent profiles 
are closer in absolute value than the descent values. The 
difference is attributed to one of the CTDs being out of the 
water during the initial phase when the vehicle was at the 
surface. 
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4. Results from the Narragansett Bay September 
2000 Experiment. 

Figure 5 shows the location of the Narragansett 
Bay September 2000 AUV experiment. The star indi-
cates the starting point with the dashed line the trajec-
tory, which was almost completely to the north mov-
ing at a constant speed of 1.3 m/s relative to the water 
flow. These measurements were made in the passage 
between Jamestown and Prudence Islands RI at a 
time near maximum flood. It was observed that 
throughout the duration of the experiment the mean 
current was strongly from east to west with an angle 
of about 40o from due west. It is indicated by the red 
arrow in Figure 5. This most fortuitous result (as this 
experiment was not designed to examine the TKE 
and SV budgets) lends itself to using the thrust 
probes to calculate the Reynolds stress production as 
noted in equation 8. (This technique breaks down and 
is expected to not produce a good estimate of the tur-
bulent Reynolds stress term when θ approaches 90o 

since no measurement of the along vehicle direction 
of turbulent velocity is made with the thrust probes) 
The angle θ  is measured from the difference between 
the vehicle direction and that of the current obtained 
by the two ADCPs. 

Figure 5.  Location of the experiment described in the 
proposal. Time: 9 Sept 2000, 11:30 AM. High tide at 
12:37PM. The star is the starting point and the dotted line 
the path of the vehicle during the experiment, which is 
almost entirely to the north. The red arrow shows the di-
rection of mean current and vertical shear during the ex-
periment.  

In Figure 6 we show environmental parameters ob-
tained from the vehicle’s CTDs and ADCPs during 
the experimental run shown in Figure 3.  Since the 
AUV contains two CTDs, the initial dive and final 
surfacing of the vehicle can be used to obtain a den-
sity profile (as well as profiles of temperature and 

salinity.) This is shown in Figure 5. As discussed 
above we were not able to use the temperature and 
conductivity gradients of the two CTDs (separated by 
0.35 m vertically) because of the relative drift in the 
signals from these two CTDs.  

Figure 6. Environmental information obtained underway 
by the vehicle (a) Vehicle centerline depth; (b) tempera-
ture; (c) salinity; (d) sigmaT;(e) Richardson Number. Val-
ues are averages of the two CTDs further averaged over 5 
meters horizontally. Richardson number is calculated using 
the average total shear from the upward and lower second 
two bins, further averaged over 25 meters horizontally. 
The vehicle moves approximately 1.3 m/sec. 

 

As noted in Figure 4, each of the pairs of CTDs re-
sulted in very close density profile shapes (gradients), 
both for the initial dive period (red and blue lines) as 
well as the end of run ascent (surfacing) period (pink 
and black lines). The profiles obtained during the 
AUV dive exhibited somewhat of an offset, which 
might be expected since the AUV was initially at the 
surface for several minutes with the upper CTD out 
of the water.  During the ascent period, the profiles 
are closer in absolute values, since the CTDs have 
had time to reach some equilibrium. Both sets exhib-
ited close vertical gradients (within 10%) for vertical 
spatial averages of order 2 meters and larger. It is 
clear that there was a considerable horizontal gradient 
of water property values in the region being exam-
ined. This is characteristic of this region of Narragan-
sett Bay (Levine and Lueck, 1999).  

Also shown in Figure 6e is the underway  estimate 
of the local gradient Richardson number. This is ob-
tained by using the underway (spatially sampled) 
values of the ADCP shear averaged over 25 meters 
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horizontally combined with the vertical density gra-
dients obtained by interpolating the mean gradients 
obtained from the beginning and end of the run. (i.e. 
from the profiles shown in Figure 5.) 

In Figure 2 we show the space series of the turbu-
lent quantities that obtained from the University of 
Victoria Turbulence package on board the AUV.  
Labeled as double arrows in red at locations x = 730 
to 830 m, region I, green, x = 830 to 930 m region II, 
and blue x  = 930 to 1030 m, region III are three re-
gions along the AUV track characterized by intense, 
moderate and weak turbulence. We will examine and 
compare results from each of these regions. 

Figure 7.  Spectra of the turbulent shear.  Red, green, and 
blue correspond to the three regions along the AUV track 
shown in Figure 2, indicated by the same sequence of col-
ors. The effects of the three components of vehicle body 
motion have been removed in calculating these spectra. 
Dissipation rates are estimates by fitting each spectrum to 
the Naysmith universal curves shown as solid black lines. 
These spectra have 20 degrees of freedom.  
 

In Figure 7 we show spectra for the three regions 
indicated in the space series shown in Figure 5. All 
three spectra seem to have well defines +1/3 power 
law regions. The spatial filtering effect of the AUV 
affects all three spectra, producing roll off at about 10 
cpm. Dissipation rates are calculated by fitting these 
spectra to Naysmith universal curves.  

Figure 8 shows the spectrum of temperature gradi-
ent dT/dx for the same three locations along the AUV 
path shown in Figure 7. Also displayed are the uni-
versal best fit Kolmogorov/Batchelor Spectrum fol-
lowing Dillon and Caldwell (1980) with C* = 0.02 
and q = 7.9.  These spectra show an increase toward 
the + 1 power law region predicted by Batchelor, 
(1959), but also. like the velocity spectra. show a spa-

tial roll off at 10 cpm, presumably also due to the 
spatial filtering effect of the AUV.  It should be noted 
that there is some controversy of the usage and valid-
ity of the Batchelor spectrum (part of the spectrum 
which rises above the Kolmogorov -5/3 law spec-
trum).  This has been chiefly raised by Gargett 
(1985) from a series of submersible measure-
ments.  

Figure 8 Spectrum of temperature gradient dT/dx taken 
from the FP07 fast response thermistor measurements. The 
same three time periods with the same color coding used in 
figures 6 and 7 are used here. The universal  Batchelor 
spectrum is fit following Dillon and Caldwell (1980). To 
obtain the best fit, we use C* = 0.02 and q = 7.9. This re-
sults in β = 0.5, a value commonly used in the inertial 
subrange region (Dillon and Caldwell). Note though that 
our value of q is about twice that used by Dillon and 
Caldwell and only affects the transition wave number from 
a +1/3 to a +1 power law. 

 

 

 

 

 
From equation (7), the magnitude of the spectrum 

in the –5/3 law region along with the value of ε from 
Figure 7 and the universal constant β can be used to 
determine “chi”, χ. In Figure 9 we show estimates of 
ε  and χ,  along with the mixing efficiency γ defined 
by (5), averaged over the three spatial intervals de-
fined in Figure 2, and indicated by the same color 
coding. Note that values of efficiency are close to 
those suggested by a number of authors (Osborn, 
1980, Gregg, 1987) as well as many others. There 
does appear to be a slight trend with the mixing effi-
ciency increasing with decreasing intensity level, also 
a trend observed in some laboratory studies.  
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Figure 9. Averaged values of  ε, χ ,and γ, for the three 
regions I, II, III defined in Figure 2.  

 
Using ε and χ  the eddy viscosity and thermal dif-

fusivities can be calculated from their definitions 

 ( )
( )

( )2

1w

dv dz dU dz
ν

η ενκ
+′ ′<= =  (10a) 

 ( ) ( )2
2

T

w T

dT dz dT dz

χκ ′< >= =  (10b) 

These are shown in Figure 10 along with the turbu-
lent Prandtl number defined by where we have used 
equations (10) and (5) in (11); Ri is the gradient 
Richardson number. The larger value of PT 

 
( )1

T
T

P Riν ηκ
κ η

+
= =  (11) 

in Figure 10 for region I (red dot) is due to a some-
what lower value of the mixing efficiency there (see 
Fig. 9) than the other two weaker turbulent regimes, 
coupled with a somewhat lower Richardson number 
(See Fig. 6.). As discussed above we were not able to 
obtain the density gradient simultaneously with the 
finestructure ADCP derived velocity gradient due to 
drift in the two CTD systems. 

From equation (11) the larger value of PT in region 
I compared to regions II and III could be explained 
by an inaccurate Richardson number for that region.  
Decreasing the Richardson number in region I, which 
was the region of most intense turbulence, by a factor 
of 4 would result in a value of Ri of order 0.25 for that  

region and yield similar value of PT as in regions II 
and III.  

Using equations (10a) and (5) one can derive the 
Osborn (1980) relationship  

 
2

RebNρ
εκ η ην= =  (12) 

where the buoyancy Reynolds is defined by 

( )2Reb Nε ν= . 

Laboratory and field studies (Stillinger, 1983)  
suggest that turbulence seeks to exist when Rb <20, 
and fully developed isotropic turbulence occurs when 
Rb>200. 

Barry et al. (2001) used data from laboratory ex-
periments to derive expressions for κρ in terms of Rb  

(See their equations 7 and 8). If these expressions are 
used in (12), empirical expressions for the laboratory 
derived mixing efficiency can be obtained, namely 

 1 30.9    for 300r bP Rη −= <  (13a) 

 1 3 -2 324    for 300r b bP R Rη −= >  (13b) 

where υ is kinematic viscosity of water, κ the diffu-
sivity of either salt or temperature corresponding to 
the cases of either a purely salt stratified or tempera-
ture stratified fluid. In Figure 11, we plot mixing effi-
ciency versus buoyancy Reynolds number Rb . Also 
shown are the predictions from empirical expressions 
(13a,b).  The magenta curve corresponds to the tem-
perature-stratified case (κ = 1.4·10-7m2/s), and the 

Figure 10. The eddy viscosity, diffusivity, and their 
ratio, the turbulent Prandtl number for the three regions 
I, II, III defined in Figure 2.  
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black curve to the salt-stratified case  (κ = 10-9 m2/s). 
Our results are plotted in Figure 11 for the three re-
gions I, II, III.  Note that these regions can also be 
classified using the buoyancy Reynolds criteria as 
intense (isotropic), moderate, and weak, correspond-

ing to the red, green, and blue points, respectively. 
There does appear to be a slight trend in the data of 

decreasing mixing efficiency with increasing buoy-
ancy Reynolds number, but with the limited data 
available from the Narragansett Bay experiment but it 
would be premature to attach much significance to 
this.  It should be noted that these values of the mix-
ing efficiency are close to the typically assumed 
value of 0.2. 

Finally we examine how well we are able to close 
the TKE and TV budget equations (1), (2), or equiva-
lently (4) and (6). In Figures (12) and (13) we show 
variance preserving plots of the Reynolds stress 
<v´w´> and heat flux <w´T´> spectrum respectively. 
These have been calculated by integrating the turbu-
lent velocity shear spectra and then cross correlating 
the v´ and w´, and the w´ and T´. The effects of body 
motion are removed in the same manner as in the cal-
culation of the velocity and temperature spectra. 

The red, green, and blue arrows indicate the lowest 

wavenumber cut-off points over which the integral of 
this spectrum will be taken to calculate the Reynolds 
stress production term, P, which from equation (8) is 
given by cosP w sν θ′ ′= < > . 

The lowest wavenumber cut off points (colored ar-
rows of Figure 12) were chosen based on the location 
of a local peak in the cross spectra. Note that spectral 
values to the left (lower wavenumber) of this region 
do continue beyond some wavenumber to increase 
with decreasing frequency. This is expected when 
there is noise in a gradient spectra (dv´/dx,dw´/dx), 
since this results in a “red” spectra for the quantities 
themselves, i.e., v´, w´.  The coherence of v´,w´,  
dropped below significance to the left of these cut-off 
wavenumbers.     

In Figure 13 we present a variance preserving plot 
of the heat flux <w´T´>. Again we follow the same 
conventions in the color coding as in Figure 12. 

Figure 12.  Variance preserving plot of Reynolds stress 
spectrum versus wavenumber. The red, green and blue 
lines correspond to are the values from the AUV obser-
vation of regions I, II, and III, respectively. The red, 
green  and blue arrows indicate the lowest wavenumber 
cut-off points used in the calculation of the integral of 
the Reynolds stress spectrum to obtain the turbulent 
Reynolds stress production term, P. 

 

Figure 11.  Mixing efficiency versus buoyancy Rey-
nolds number, Rb = ε/(νN2).  The Barry et al. (2001) em-
pirical expression for eddy diffusivity (13a,b) results in 
the solid lines, the magenta for the temperature-stratified 
case and the black for the salt-stratified case.  The red, 
green and blue circles correspond to the values from the 
AUV observation of regions I, II, and II, respectively. 
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 The arrows also indicate the lowest wavenumber cut-off 
points to be used in calculating the heat flux production 

term,  H,  where H T w dT dz′ ′=< >   

 
In Figure 13 it appears that we have not been able 

to obtain the lowest wavenumber cut-off point for the 
heat flux for regions I (red) and II (green), regions of 
intense and moderate turbulence respectively. 

Finally in Figure 14 we present a graph of how 
well we are able to close the TKE, equation (1) and 
TV, equation (2) budgets using the techniques and 
observations described above. Plotted are 

 ( )1t

P
r

η ε
=

+
 (14a) 

 
/ 2h

H
r χ=  (14b)

/ 2h

H
r χ=  

which are respectively, the ratio of Turbulent produc-
tion to mixing and dissipation rate; and the ratio of 

the heat flux production to chi/2, the diffusion of heat 
by molecular processes. 

From Figure 14 the ratios in equations (14a,b) are 
presented. If the TKE or TV budget were satisfied 
this ratios should be one, a value indicated by the 
black line. TKE budget appears in general to be bet-
ter satisfied (rt closer to 1) than the TV budget. Note 
the trend of both rt and rh being closer to 1 with de-
creasing turbulent intensity 

5.  Summary and Conclusions 

We have examined the use of standard micro and 
finestructure sensors mounted on an AUV to obtain   
the quantities involved in the steady state homoge-
nous TKE and TV budgets. It should be mentioned 

that no attempt was made to ascertain the importance 
of the turbulent advection terms which do not arise in 
the homogenous form the TKE and TV budgets. 
None-the-less, it is expected that these terms could 
make significant contributions if the averages which 
were performed in this analysis were not taken over a 
sufficiently large region in which these effects are 

Figure 13 Variance preserving plot of heat flux  spec-
trum  versus wavenumber. The red, green and blue lines 
correspond to are the values from the AUV observation 
of regions I, II, and III, respectively. The red green and 
blue arrows indicate the lowest wavenumber cut-off 
points used in the calculation of the integral of the Rey-
nolds stress spectrum to obtain the Heat flux production 
term, H. 

Figure 14 The ratios rt (circles) and rh (squares) are 
plotted versus along track location. The same color 
code scheme is used as in the previous figures.  If the 
TKE and TV budgets were satisfied the points would 
lie along the black line at r = 1. 
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included. At this stage there is no way of assessing 
this. Calculation of the dissipation rate and chi appear 
to give consistent results when combined with the 
local buoyancy frequency, and a mixing efficiency is 
calculated. The mixing efficiency does show a slight 
decreasing trend with increasing buoyancy Reynolds 
number, a trend similar to laboratory experiments of 
Barry et al., but with considerably different values. 
Recall that results for the intense region, for the tur-
bulent Prandtl number, Figure 10, was much higher 
than that of regions II and III.  This may be due to an 
error in estimating the buoyancy frequency during 
that time. As discussed above with our present CTD 
configuration we cannot estimate the buoyancy fre-
quency simultaneously with the ADCP shear data. 
We have had to extrapolate these values from a pro-
file made at the beginning of the experiment and at 
the end from when the AUV dove to its experimental 
depth and from when it ascended back to the surface. 
From Figure (6) we note that the extrapolated buoy-
ancy frequency results in average Richardson number 
of order 1 for region 1. If the buoyancy frequency 
were in error by a factor of 2 too high, the Richard-
son number of the first region would decreased from 
1 to .25, a value similar to that of regions II and III.  
Then it is straightforward to show from equation (11) 
that the anomalous value of the turbulent Prandtl 
number of 8 in Figure 10 would decrease to 2, a 
value similar to that of the two regions.  

Finally from Figure 14 the observations seem to 
better able to “close” the TKE budget than the TV 
budget. In addition the budgets tended to “close” bet-
ter with decreasing turbulent Reynolds or equiva-
lently decreasing turbulent intensity. The value of the 
turbulent eddy scale size versus AUV length may 
play a role in this. As pointed out in a recent paper by 
Hayes and Morrison (2002), we cannot measure from 
the AUV properties characterized by a spatial scale 
larger then the size (length) of the AUV by using the 
relative motion of the AUV to the water.  This is due 
to the fact that the AUV is now being advected in 
some sense by the water motion on these scales. 
Thus, we do not expect to be able to measure proper-
ties on scale sizes greater than of order 2.3 meters, 
the length of our AUV.  Using data obtained from the 

AUV, the Ozmidov scale for region I, ( )1 23
oL Nε=  

is estimated to be 0.45. However, if the buoyancy 
frequency were in error by a factor of 2 too high this 
would result in LO = 1.2, a value closer to that of the 

length of the AUV. In this case, it might be expected 
that we would not be able to measure sufficiently the 
lower wavenumber region for the Reynolds stress and 
thus (see Figure 12) underestimate rr for region 1, 
which is indicated in Figure 14. Note that Ozmidov 
scale for regions II and II were of order 0.3 meters, 
and 0.07 meters respectively and thus we should be 
able to fully resolve the Reynolds stress for those 
regions. Figure 14 does indicate rt near 1 for these 
regions. It is curious that the heat budget ratio rh is of 
order 0.2  for regions I and II. This could be due to 
the inability to measure the local value of the tem-
perature gradient sufficiently accurate and/or the in-
ability to sufficiently resolve the large scales (of or-
der 1.5 m) involved in the temperature spectra (and 
vertical velocity spectra). The very weakest regime of 
turbulent III does appear to give a closer value of rh. 
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